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Columbia will not lose accreditation
"malicious" a "a towering
creation" and "poor judgement. "

.by Eric Linden
Wide spread misinterpretation
of the lead article in last issue's CC
Writer led to severe criticism of
the newspaper's responsibility and
motives.
The lead article on the front page
ollhe Feb. 27 CC Writer (headlined

"Columbia

reevaluates

amid

rumor") created the erroneous
impression .to many readers that
Columbia College would lose its
a~rediatation with
the North
Central Association (NCA).
Columbia is in no such danger.

Columbia

pres ident

MirraD

AJexandrofr was most vehement in

his critisism of Editor' Eric Linden's decision to print the piece
and called the article "biased" and

or the impression created by the
piece, Alexandrof( simply called it

"a lie."
AJexandroff's reaction was
triggered by phone calls to his
office from persons showing
concern with the CC Writer's
report tnat Columbia was losing its
accreditation. These calls came
from people of some groups involved with Columbia College:
students, parts of students, individuals involved with fundraising, representatives of local
businesses, and others.
In addition, various visitors to
the fifth noor administrative offices wanted explanations why
Columbia was losing .. ac-

CC Writer Editor
apologizes, clarifies
To: Readers of the CC Writer
From: Eric Linden, Editor
The
story
headlined
"COLUMBIA REEVALUATES
AMID RUMOR" (CC Writer,
Feb. Zl) should not have been
printed. As editor of the paper, I
take full responsibility and
hereby apologize for any
misunderstanding caused by the
piece.
Columbia personnel, a large
number of students, and other
readers took the article to mean
that the newspaper was confirming a rumor that Columbia is
i,n danger of losing its accreditation with the North
Central Association.
Columbia is in no such danger,
and I apologize again for the
article giving that impression.
The story, I felt as I prepared
it, simply stated that there was
rumor and that there were

various reasons why the rumor
started. While I felt the story
would be taken only that way , I
now realize that a s ubject of this
delicate nature should have been .
handled in an entirely different
manner.
First, a more detailed
examination of the North Central
accreditation process should
have been presented. Readers
should have been told the exact
process of accreditation - not
just how it is lost.
Second, information from top
Columbia Administrators should
have been included. We could
have printed facts from them on
what the coIJege is doing to
become re-accredited. Their
formal denouncements of the
rumor should also have been
included in the piece.
Third, I should have checked
continued on page 6
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creditation .
For this reason primarily,
Alexandroff blasted the CC Writer
for " fueling a non-existant rumor"
and for " panicking students" into
thinking this "irresponsible" piece
was true .
As the president feared , too
many students did, in fact, believe
that Columbia's status as a fully accredit ted
institution
wa s
faltering- an utter falsehood.
For the record , Columbia is
going through the normal process
for any accreditted college or
university .
When colleges first reach the
accreditted level, as Columbia did
in 1974, it must renew that rating
after five years. When the initial
accreditation is renewed, the next
renewal comes up in 10 years and
every 10 years hence .
The accreditation procedure. at
least a t Columbia, starts with an
extensive in-hou se sel£-study. Coordinated by Doris Salisbury.
Each department wiD evaluate fOr
the self-study their own quality and
performance. Comments from
students about the school- and
about themselves -ca n expect to

be included.
Following completion of the selfstudy, North Central Association
members will visit Columbia to
gather their own information. The
accreditation counselors gather
data based partly on Columbia's
self-study and partly on NCA's own
findings during their stay here.
In the next step, the visiting
counselors s ubmit their final
report to North Central's executive
board. The board's ruling on
Columbia 's accreditation renewal
is expected inJuly. 1979.
Ale.xandroff was distrubed also
by the concluding portion of last
week's article in question which
appeared to criticize unfairly
Columbi a's open admission policy.
The article wrongly made its
readers think that Columbia
permits admission to only
illit erites or s ub -s tandard '
studenls . Alexandroff said. all
because of Columbia's open admissions policies .
The president characterized this
impression as " demeaning to
students ." He has always said that
this open admissions policy is "the
cornerstone of the institution ."

Alter reading the Feb. Zl article,
Alexandroff blasted the unfairness
of printing "a few random com ments " a nd "gossip." Dr. Lya
Dym Rosenblum. Dean of the
College, said that open admissions
was possibly something for which
Columbia should be praised, instead of looked upon, by insinuating reports , as wrong.
The controversial story ran
because, in the judgement of editor
Linden. it stated simply there was
a rumor , that there were reasons
why the rumor started, and that
there are ways a college can lose
accreditation . The piece was never
intended as an attack on the
college. the sc hool 's ad ministration, or the institutions
admission policies.
A1exandroff said that the media
influence thinking so much that if
things reported are not true they
can ha ve a truly adverse effect, as
happened after the previous CC
Writer.
Because the paper found that
this wrong impression was
s preading and believed that
clarifications and apologies were
necessary.

Demographics for 1977
indicate 'typical' student
by Eric Linden
If you were a working whi te
male between 18-21 years old who
attended school full -lime though
declaring no specific major in 1977,
you were, in a manner of speaking,
the typical Columbia College
student.
According to a demographic
breakdown given to the CC Writer
by Dean of Institutional Research
and Development Hubert Davis,
, those areas mentioned ha d the
highest number of Columbia
students.
Of students registered for the fall
1977 semester, 1645 worked either
full - or part-time, 1240 said they
were "caucasian," 1260 were
male, 1050 were born 18-21 years
ago, 1512 were fuJI-time s tudents ,
and 527 didn't list a specific major.
(For the complete percentage list .
see table at right .)
The numbers for each categor y
do not add to the same total but
Dean Davis attributes that to the
fact that not every student fills out
every questionnaire.
Again , these figures are for 19n,
and a current s hould be availab le
shortly.

Columbia College demographi c
information for the 1a111977
semester

CATEORY
Enrollment
Full-time
Pa rt-time
F .T.E. (Full-lime enrollment)

NUMBER
1512

948
2056

PERCENT
62.5
37.5

Se.
Female
Male
Employed
Full- or part-time
Racial/Ethnic
American Indian
American Black
Caucasian
Spanish
Oriental
Other/Non-specified

1200

48.9

1259

51.1

1645

69.6

16
900
1240
22
81
271

.6
35.6

49.0

.8
3.2
10.7

Age

Under 18
18-21
22-25

26·29
30-33

over 33
Major study area
Advertising
Fi lm
Photo
Radio
Television
Theatre/M usic
Dance
Art/Graphic
Journalism
Writing
Liberal Arts
Composite
Non-Decla r ed

15
1050
654
354
175

156
46
224
313

268
169
119

53
128

.6
43.6
21.2
14.1
7.2
6.4
1.8

8.'

12.5
10.1

6.7
4.1
2. 1
5.1

70

2.8

109

.1,:1

56
408
527

2.2
16.3
21.1

;,
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The Writer's

Editorial

. . Eric Linden

The loving at Columbia
impresses Feldman

... ...... Joy Ca niglia
The Reel Thing .
. . . . . Jim "The Enforcer" Lctrich
On The Tubes
.. Beau Boren
Cuing Up .
... ... . ........... . . Rick Grace
Side View .
. . ... .... . . . Nancy zamorski
The 16th Floor.
, ..... Ronald Litke
Chicago Re·View .

J have regretted turning the direction of the CC Writer
toward feature coverage and de-emphasizing the school
news coverage.
Since J assumed the editorship of the CC Writer in September 1977 (and, in fact, in all my association with
college newspapers) I have believed that school
newspapers have an obligation to inform their readers
about the college environment.
I believe, too, that the college newspaper can be a kind
of training ground for the basic, practical news skill who-what-when-where-why stories, lead paragraphs, inverted pyramid style, all of it.
I feel (for the reasons detailed on page 3) that this
straight news format was not working at Columbia. As
the staff knows, it has been increasingly difficult to
publish the quality a nd the quantity of worth while infortpation that Columbia deserves and/ordesires.
It is hoped that by encouraging the printing of general
feature news that more students will take the initiative
and participate in Columbia College's CC Writer .
Because reader response to the paper has been so
limited, this decision to change had to be made by those
most closely associated with the CC Writer. Thus , we
would appreciate any comments from any reader.
The CC Writer has had many different looks in its fiveyear history (see below ), and as far as we know this is
the first time students have been asked to judge a
change in their paper .
Eric Linden
Editor

Dear Editor :
I want everyone to know how
loving Columbia College personnel
are. When I entered the main door
of the administrative office, a
most, most , maximum most
bea,utiful lady whom I call

"Laughing Allegra" placed a red
love Valentine heart on my ·coat
lapel. She said, "Now you belong to
the sons of the loving heart." 1 will
wear it everyday for every day is
Saint Valentine Day.
." .I_
Euguene Pieter Feldman "'1

Free Space

. . . . . . . . , , , ..... John Marinakos
That's News.
.. . . Crystal Kirby
Ca lendar .
... , , . .. .. Ma rtin Williams
Writer People.
.. . .. . . . . .. , ... .... Irma Mills
. ... ........... .. . . A.M. Burns
.... . .... Peter Sa lvestrini
· .. , ... . . . Sue Basko
..... , ... Kathy Fant
.... . .... ... .... . . .. Angela Dia z
. , , .. Ka rin English
· , .. . Dave ~ tanczy k
Photo People .
....... Doris Thompson
· ... Am ita bh Bagchi
Ad People .
, .. .. . . ... ..... Leroy Ava nte
. Michael Bol en
. . . Edye Oehoch
· .. , ... Doggy Jones
... . . . . .. . Patricia McCaski ll
Ad Desig ner .
. , Jose Topia
r.ay-out .
Hugh Evers Heer
Circu lation .
........ . . Ennee Ca rr Heer
Inspi rat ion .
. ....... Sara h Sm.anne Sch illing
Adv isor .
......... , .... Jacki Lyden

Looking for something to read ? be new books brought to expand
Beginning next week. one place to what 's offered. and all of us can
start looking is the s tudent lounge . bring our own offerings to bulge
in the corner near the sofas and the the shelves with a growing
smorgasbord of things to read.
view of the lake .
Thanks to selec ted donations
from the Library and many of
The Office of Placement and
Columbia 's faculty and staff, (a n~ Cooperative Education will be
to purchaes by teachers a nd the sponsoring a ~reer rap group
good trucking serv ices of a small every Monday from 12 :30 - 1 :30
but sturdy Datsun ). the lounge p.m. in Room 402. Topics to be
area is bei ng endowed with a discussed will include career
"Library Without Walls".
options in the arts and information
Libnt r y Withou t Walls: a media . resume writing , and
collection of ma gazines and books techniques . Come and - bring
ava ila ble to eve ryone ; an informa l questions and concerns about
lending center ; a sma ll but attaining your career goals, AU
g rowing book exc hange ; an students are warmly invited to
a lternative to pinba ll : a nd free for attend .
the browsing, free for the read ing.
April 1 is the deadline for sut>free for the trading.
The Life Arts Department. mitting films for competition in Ute
besides s ponsor ing a Book 1978 Student Academy Awards.
Giveaway eac h semes te r . is of- Entry forms for Ute competitiOn
fering the Library Without Walls may be obtained from. Film
as a cont inuing feature of the Department Secretary Judy Dyke,
college. How it continues will whose desk is located on the ninth
depend on a ll of us .
floor by the Film Faculty offices.
The Library Without Wa lls is not Columbia is now the official
a giveaway. but a n excha nge coordinator of the Midwest section
process, a n ongoing recycling of of the .t\,cad,emy Awards , and films
reada bles .
(a long with completed e,n try
,\l emb e rO! l he
How it works: if you find a book . forms) may. be submitted directly
a':lSOOdTeo
in the lounge bookshelf that in· to Judy Dyke. There are a total of
COLLeGIaTe
terests you. take it home and read five areas of competition _
PRe SSB:J
it. When you 're through reading it. Animated , Documentary ,
be sure to bring it back for others Dramatic , Educational, and
to read . When you bring a book Experimental - so if you've got a
back, feel free to take another. And completed film, submit it. 1bere's
so it goes.
nothing to lose, and 'everything to
The CC Writer is the student
If you 've passed a book on to a gain.
newspaper of Columbia College .
fri end to enjoy after you've read it
Contact the CC Writer edi tori a l of- . and you haven 't got that book to
fice a t 000 S. !\'Iichiga n, Hoom 702,
recycle. you can become a con- A COLUMBIA 'I NSTRUCTOR IS A
Chicago. 6060~: or ca ll 663-1600,
tributor .to the Library Without PROFESSIONAL PAID TO
t:xt. 471.
Wa lls yourself. If you have a book TEACH STUDENTS WHAT THEY
WHETHER THEY
The entire publication is the
of your own tha t you're finished KNOW responsibility of the editor, and
with and that you feel is really KNOW IT OR NOT.
any problem s, questions, or comva luable to share with others,
pla ints should be directed onl y to
bring that book in a nd add it to the FOR SALE: Movie posters , films,
him a nd nol to other staff mem - collection.
and some stiUs. See Beau in the CC
bers.
If you've read a book tha t's Writer office or call 262-9229
really been an experience for you.
Electric trains,
the re 's another route to sharing WANTED :
that experience. Write a book baseball cards, and baseball
review. Pa ss on the exc iteme nt in memorabilia. See Beau in the CC
print. in the C.C. Writer. And pass Writer office or call 262-9229.
on the book itsel£. in the lounge
library .
The CC Writer \\;m print any perThe Library Without Walls will sonal messa ge (ref' of cha rgr if
s tart as a small but broad dropped orr at our uHicf' by a
collection of fiction and non- ( 'olumbia studf'nl, tf'3('hf'r. adfi ction : from Angela Davis to ministr.. tion sta rr mt"mbf'r, or sunDostoyevsky . Periodically there' l! dry!)f'l'sonnf'l .

--
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The CC Writer

Cuing Up
By
Rick Grace

RadiolBusi ness
interact in 'FM/
Remember "Network," the all-but-forgotten movie about the
workings of a major television broadcasting company that was out
about a year ago? Well , there's a new movie coming out very soon
that we should have expected after the success o( the first. Believe
it or not, it's called " FM" and it's about, " the crazy world of Rock
and Roll FM radio versus Big Business". Sounds like a contradiction in terms, doesn't it ? How Rock 'n Roll radio would ever
get along without Big BusinesS is the question. But let 's hope the
flick might be (un to see anyway . It should be in Chicago theaters
around Mayor thereabouts . Can you wait to hear what Siskel,
Ebert, and Letrich have to say about this one?
If you 're interested in non-broadcast applications of video, you
should check out a magazine called Videography (rom United
Business Publications. Don't bother looking (or it at your loca l corner kiosk though . Like most trade mags , it is pretty much available
only by subscription. It is also available in the school library.
Besides it's a very good source o( news in genera l. Videography ,
in it's February issue, published a guide to "Who's Who in Corporate T.V." And since Industrial Television is really catching on
with students here, it might be worth checking out. As a matter of
(act, students of the Star Series over the intensive mid-term , will
remember a few of the (aces. Former Colum bia student, Mike
Bozidarevic of Sears, Roebuck and Co. is there and so is Michael
Ritt of Combined Insurance Co. of America.
The internship situation is a very bright one for Radio majors this
term. Al Parker informs us that there are more internships being
served by Columbia students now than ever before. Among those
stations which have opened their doors to young hopefuls are
WLUP, WLS, WDAI , and WGCI. There is good reason to believe that
WMAQ could be offering some radio internships in the summer a lso.
Parker also commented on two issues confronting his Department
which will influence the school's progress in the future: 1) There is a
strong need for another studio and 2) It is time to start planning a
carrier operation in the school building so that WVRX could be
received on any radio in any room in the building.
The first issue is important in that students were denied ac~
cess to important studio classes this semester because of
lack Jf space. The projected school increase in enrollment for the
Fall '78 semester will magnify the problem if nothing is done . The
second issue involves the prospect of simply putting the radio
station on a more equal footing with other college stations in the city
and elsewhere. It is also important for students to become familiar
with the workings of actual on-the-alr (as opposed to on the wire )
radio transmissions. This because the radio business is leaning
toward the more technically competent and to the creatively talented people who come knocking at their station doors .
A few improvements such as mentioned above could conceivably
raise in a very significant way the status and prestige of the school.
Let's hope we can hear some positive response on these issues in the
near future .
In closing, a belated congratulations to' ABC-TV. The network
celebrated it's 25th anniversary on February 9, and although it is
'the youngest of the Big Three, has scored number one in prime time
for the last two years . ABC was born of the partnership between Ed
Noble and Leon Goldenson in 1953. These men built their own kind of
network on sports coverage and pioneered the world of the western
and detective series. A toast to ma ny more years of new and improved media .

CC Writer Changed
ForA
Variety of Reasons
by Eric Linden

Columbia's Dean of Student Services

page 3

It is hoped, dear reader, that you

have noticed the changes in the appearance, style, and coverage of
the CC Writer.
It is also hoped, dear rea der, that
you were familiar with previous
issues of the CC Writer , and thus,
wonder why your sc hool
publication has altered so
drastically its format and direction .
The decision to concentrate
more on genera) features and less
on school news and happenings
was made after analysis of several
factors ; an analysis which
revealed plainly that the CC
Writer's readers and staff would
benefit (rom a change in approach .
The conditions that led to the
change, in no particular order of
importance, are as follows :
• Not enough writers willing to
cover school news . Columbia
College events are apparently,.not
exciting enough for many would-be
writers to cover. This lack o( interest in ca rrying out assignments
causes a reporter to concentrate
less and then fail to do the best job.
At other times, assignments are
simply not turned in by deadline ifatall.
• Cover i~ and writing "news"
is not the career most Columbia
students wish to pursue. According
to people wanting to write for the
CC Writer, their career interests
lie in feature writing, not straight
news coverage. These people say
they would rather have experience
in - and have worked published in
- the area they plan to work after
Jeavingschool .
• Time factors . As a whole,
Columbia students are very busy ,
or so they say. Most students interested in some participation on
the CC Writer have fuJI-time class
loads and they complain that
covering school news puts too
much of a strain on their time,
especially making a trip to school
when none of their classes meet.
'Ibe difficul,ty in reaching
Columbia teachers, staff, and administration. Many Columbia instructors teach part-time and may
be in the building but once a week .
Columbia staff and administration
ha've other duties to attend to and
their schedules are many times too
full to see a reporter when the
reporter has time.
Attitudes o( Cotumbia
teachers , staff, and administration. When and if a repor-

the

((WRITER

0'

columbia coll.'.- - - -""-_,-,....

College Acquires New Theater Center

I.M.D, Premiers Media Women Salute Members

TheCC Writer In 1977. Vol. 5 NO. 1

ter receives an audience with the
subject, said subject tries to decide
for the reporter how the story will
be written . Other teachers have
decided recently to write their own
releases, encJosi ng an order to
print verbatim.
• School news does not interest
readers. The popular complaint
heard is that no one cares about
school news and that the paper
should be more entertaining. The
popular argument to that complaint is that readers should have
the opportunity to know about the
school, whether they read it or not .
Still, readership is not what it
should be or could be. And maybe
- just maybe - more people
would participate if they first read

the CC Writer .
• Lack of new subjects to cover:
There are only so many new
classes, new programs, new
regulations , new personnel, and
new galleries to report. Columbia
,is short on the kinds of things that
happen and lend themselves to
news stories . Instead, much of the
CC Writer 's coverage has concerned announcing something
about to happen . The rest o( the
coverage consisted o( profiles of
Columbia people a nd investigate
reporting attempted by a staff with
neither the time nor the size to be
as thorough as we would like.
Again the CC Writer changed not
because of anyone of these factors .
but from a combination of all .

GOOD PARKING NEWS
543
H
phone in advance
for take·out orders
663· 1476
BREAKFAST

Featuring:
TheMusicof

Two F'reIb Ega Any St)'~

LUNCH

Special : Feb_2'l-March 5
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-Linda Ronstadt
·80z Scaggs
· BobSeeger
·Steely Dan
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-Joe Walsh
-BdlWelch
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-Tom Petty
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T.I: 312 ' 922-8444
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RATES. (S1.I5 a day - 7 day. miniMum.)
Open 24 hn. 7 day. a wftk.
INSUIED - AND INDOOR GARAGE.
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The CC Writer

The 16th Floor

Freelancing

An urban college
can offer more
than schooling
by Ronald Litke
There are certain situations which s tudents who attend a city
college share other than the educalionopl"Ovided by the school and
the degree conferred.
Columbia College is not unlike other city colleges in that it seems
transJuscent ; there is no campus, no midway, no monuments to
great endowments. There is none of the activity one normally sees
on a college that has a campus , i.e., frisbees crashing into backpacks of unsuspecting students or posters of s tudent-eoordinated un·
derground committees struggling to revive anarchy on South
Michigan Avenue.

But, there is Grant Park (for those who would like memories oC
anarchy) where students can mix with normal people who morethan-likely have nothing to do with college or anything that it entails.
And for those who choose to drive to school , the city college
student must unwillingly, or willingly , again mix with mormal
people in the daily dilemma of parking. Those who commute
perhaps know this interaction better than anyone; with no student
discounts the erA is monster to aU who ride it, and the erA is
equaUy imposing to those who must cross streets or catch it in the
first place.
For students at Columbia, the reaction between school life and
reaJ life is most appealing . 1be sight of the real world just beyond
the revolving door : a bar just an anxiety away where mixed drinks
are mixed with talk of profit motives and incentives of learning .
Ron Kovic remarked within the Pick decor of the Pub that
"although it doesn 't seem like there are students here, I find this
kind of place more interesting than being cloistered in ivy walls."
Columbia College claims the city as its campus and they (those
who found these words ) are apparenUy right. TIle building seems to
serve as a meeting point in time (or its students. The classes ,
although oiten times meeting for unusually long periods of time,
serve as discussion and action sessions, often including instruction
which the student may take for himself and unleash immediately on
the world outside. True, the atmosphere is not conducive to lofty
thoughts emanating from lead~ecorated windows , but there is the
la ke in one dlrection and the correctional center in another . Within
these poles , poetry must surely be going on somewhere.
This institution (as our administrators like to refer to the colJege )
doesn 't seem to be in trouble as long as it remains where it is
geograJ*caUy so that it doesn 't lose sight of what is outside the
doors, just as the hindsight at 469 E . Ohio was good .
11le future seems to have been well-secured at Columbia College.
As loog awthe monuments are not put up and teachers continue to
fend off errant punches, we know that the real world and education
work in a fUMY way, but that if one makes the bus he can probably
figure it out without a Jot of ivy and laudable accreditation.

Sheds I mage of
'Rich Man's Dream'
by Karin English
What was once considered the
"rich man's dream" has since
become a way of life for many
people from aU walks of life ... that
is freelancing . Whatever talent you
possess is saleable ip everything
from the literary field to printing
business cards, and you can be just
as successful freelancing as you
can being a "nine-to--five-er."
Many freelancers start out by
supplementing their income
freelancing
and
eventually
becoming self-supporting. It may
sound simple, but the freelancers
"job" entails perserverance, a
selling gimmick, and good basic
business sense.
Too many beginners make
their biggest mistake by pricing
themselves to high . (This is where
the good business sense comes in .)
It may be necessary to sell your
product or talent for a minimal fee ,
but , as time goes on and your name
or work (preferably both ) become
known, your fees will eventually
increase. Also, beginners should
not eliminatesmall markets .
Here are a few basic s teps to
take in entering the free lancers

world :
1. First, YOU realize what it is
you have to sell and begin per·
fecting it. As time and experience
come, you will naturally near per·
fection .
2. Gather information pertinent
to your area of expertise, such as
contacts and business contacts.
Begin by writing . Don't let those
writing workshop courses
discourage you and don't become
wasteful.
3. Make contacts, not to the point
of being a pest, but to refresh Ute
memories of prospective buyers
and clients.
4. Utilize 'EVERY possible
market. No one is too small for you
to get established.
5. Be aware and stay aware of
the trends in your market . This
may entail reading a lot as well as
attending pertinent affairs and
asking questions .
6. Finally, don 't be discouraged.
ALL markets are tight. It's up to
you to squeeze in .
There are a number of
publications that focus on specific
areas . Most of these are put out by
Writer's Digest Books listing areas
and ways to appraoch the market·

Corzine dominated
continued from page 7

total of Zl points. In addition, he
pulled down 11 rebounds .

'!be Redbirds entered this game
with hopes of an upset. But, it
wouldn't happen . ISU center Joe
Galvin was in foul trouble aU night.
Galvin left the game scoring j~t 4
points on 2·tO shooting PIlling
down 4 rebounds . Back-up center

[lei Yarbcough had much more
success against Corzine, scoring 22
points and II rebounds . But,
Yarbrough also was in foullrouble,
with 4 fouls . DePaul finished their
regular season winning 96-84.
As good as these perfonnances
were giving Dave Corzine all the
credit for DePaul's success would
be a great injustice to the team . At
6'7", 2tO pounds, forward Joe

Puzzle
The names of Chicago-area colleges and unive~ities
are contained in this puzzle. The names may be spelled
backwards, forward s, up-and-down, or diagonally. The
rema ining letters - when correctly arranged - form a
three-word name of another univ e~ity.
by Dave Stanczyk

Colu mb ia College has the "dvIS ntage of be ing located downtow n on
Ave lind OCM the P ick Cong r en Pub {photos by Joy

place. Some of the books include
Writer's Market, Photographer'"
Market, and Arts and Crafts'
Market. Each sells for $13.95 and is
available in most book stores.
Valuable information included in
these publications will help you in
your quest of freelancing .
Another way of helping yourself
to become part of the. market is to
contact persons in charge of
present and future exhibits or
shows.
Once you decide to freelance, be
patient. Many publishers, agen·
cies , and people in charge are not
as excited about you as you are (at
least that's what they want you to
believe) ; Utey will take their time
responding to your letters, unless
there ts an urgency in using
whatever it is you are selling.
A two-part seminar titled
" Freelancing In The Arts and
Media " will be held Saturday,
March 11, Saturday, March 18. If
you are considering a temporary
or permanent career working for
yourself freelancing, contact the
Continuing Education department
(here at Columbia College) in
Room . 703 fQt registration in·
formation .
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P0n5elto the "Godfather" adds
strength 'uoder the boards, Jumor
Curtis Watltim from Thornton'·
rounds out DePaul's front !iDe,
Guard Randy Ramsey'· "quarterbacks" the learn , and the other
starting guard, Gary Garland <TIle
Music Man), scored the two pointa
that woo the Notre Dame pm.
with two secoods left in 0II1!rtime.
Senior William Vise and fresbman
Clyde Bradshaw give DePaul
excellent bench strength. DePaul'.
fortitude is evident In it's 25-2
record with losses being on the
road at Louisiana Stale and at
Marquette.
StilI, Corzine averages 21 points
and 13 rebounds per game. H.
shoots an astonishing 54 percent
from the field and 81 pereent at the
free·throw Une. But, what do
others think ~ Corzine and ~
DePaul? Says Nick Kladis, Loyola
Hall of Farner, " Just like Mikan ,
Dave Corzine, the big guy in the
middle , does it all ." Coach Gene
Smithson ~ lSU says, " '!bey
<DePaut ) can play with anybody ."
Finally, Ray Meyer of DePaul
ref~es to compare Corzine to
Miksn. But, Ray states that, "'I1lIs
is the most pleasing year I 'ye ever
had In coaching ."
Without much doubt, Dave
Corzine promiSes to be a good NBA
player. But first, Corzine and the
Blue Demons will have had to
concentrate on the NCAA Tour·
nn ment. In their regional, DePaul
was to face Creighton. If they win,
there might be a rematch with
Notre Dam e or a tough game from
Louis ville. RegardJess of what
they do in the NCAA Tourname nt,
one positive thing CRn be said
lIbout Ruy Meyer nnd the DePaul
Blue Demons : The 1977·78 team Is
the best 8~cmbled in the history
DePaul University.

or .

,.
,
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Chicago's Politicians
Can Rise to Office

-

by Eric Linden
The American Heritage people
might have had Chicago in mind
when they included " nepotism" in
their dictionary :
"Nepotism . Favortism shown

Relatively Speaking

... PATRONAGE GRANTED by

persons in HIGH OFFICE 10
RELATIVES or close friends ."

Naturally, the capitals are the
author's, and they are included to
emphasize his point : that
Chicagoans in high office
do frequently have re latives in
equally-high political positions .
The Daley family is the foremost
example of this trend of heredi tary
office. Mayor Richard J , Daley, of
course, presided over his city for
over 21 years. Daley, howeve r, was
also Democratic Committeeman
for his 11th Ward. Today, Illinois
State Senator Richard M. Daley
grips that post as firmly as hi s
father did. (As a sma ll aside. John
M. Daley rules as com mitteeman
the 18th Ward. Guess which late
mayor was John M.'s cousin.)
To be fair, the succession
tradition did not begin with the
Daleys. Nor, probably, will it end
with them . But, like the Daleys the
politician's relative finds himself
elected to a city , county , state, or
even rederal office,
Witness, starting from the top,
the city's First Ward . Committeeman John D'Arco's son,
John D'Arco, Jr. , serves in the
same Illinois senate as the
aforementioned Sen. Daley.
Sen. Donald Swinarski, that
household name representing the
25th District, is the son of Theodore
Swinarski, 12th Ward committeeman and former 12th Ward
alderman . Oh, the 12th Ward is
part or Donald's 25th District.
The name Laurino seems to be
very popular with the people of the
39th Ward. Anthony is their
alderman a nd committeeman, a nd
one of their state representatives is
a fellow by the name of William ..
a.nd his father is ... wel l, you know
by now .
Neil Hartigan's political career
these days consists of his committeeman's post for the 49th Ward
- after stints as general counsel to
the Chicago Park Dis trict and as
Lt . Governor under Daniel Wa lker.
No, Hartigan's son has not slaled a
candidate yet. Neil's rather David,
however, was 49th Wa rd alderman
and. fora time, was c ity treasurer .

But this father-and-son trend
doesn't monopolize the political

heredity _ Long -time Chi cago
Deputy Mayor Kenneth Sain was
not disadvantaged by being the
nephew 0{ long-time 27th Ward
king Harry Sain. And it didn't hurt
former Alderman Robert Brandt
(33rd ) to be the brother of former

alderman -former
representative -present

state
state

senator-present 33rd Ward committeeman John B . Brandt.

Stories about scores of Cullerwith political jobs are
legendary. Only three of them are
present Ald . Thomas W. eullerton
(38th), Cormer Ald. Willia m J .
Cullerton (38th), and - the man

tons

who made the stoties legend P .J . (Parky) Cullerton, who's been
Chicago City Council finance

committee

Illustration by Chuck Byrd

Joseph Rostenkowski used to be
the boss of the largely-Polish 32nd
Ward . You HA VE heard the name
·' Rostenkowski " before. Joseph 's
;on Danie l represents the Eighth
Congressional Distric t in the
Unite d States Hou se of

Representatives . Incidentall y,
Daniel followed his rather in as
32nd Ward committeeman.
And the n there are com mitteemen a nd/ or aldermen who
s imply succeed their fathers as

Our 79th Year

Central Camera
Photographic Headquarters Since 1899

Photographic Darkroom
and Still Accessories
Sold at
Discount Prices

230 S. Wabash
427-5580

com mitteemen and/or aldermen.
Example: Joseph (father) and
Edward (son ) Burke in the 14th.
Example : Louis (father ) and
LOUis (son) Garippo in the 36th.
Example: Paul (fa ther ) and Paul
(son) Sheridan in the 16th.

chairma n,

ward

committeeman, and Cook. County
assessor. all from the 38th Ward.
Regrettably, only the male
gender has been referred to' here,
but wives also can succeed their
husbands. After her husband
Thomas went to jail, Adeline
Keane took (and holds ) his
aldermanic seat. The Keane reign
in the 31st Ward began with
Thomas p , Keane Sr" who was a
rich and powerful ward boss son,
" The Sidney Greenstreet of
aldermen ,"
The Dan Ryan Expressway was
named for Dan Ryan, Committeeman , Dan Ryan, Committeeman,
left a fortune and a son named
Dan :Ryan .
Co mm itteeman
Committeema n Dan Ryan left a
fortune and a wife named Ruby
Ryan, Cook County Commissioner.
It can be argued whether the
political succession noled here is
truly nepotism . Certainly, their
constituents believe the politician
relatives are qualified because
they are chosen for office by the
people, not a ppointed by their
reJatives. But, just as certainly,
they are endorsed by the Cook
County Democratic Central
Committee (the ward com mitteemen ), an endorsement
tantamount to appointment, and if
their father 's a committeeman ..
It can be argued also if, like the
American Heritage people, the
unknown philosopher said it just
for Chicago when he staled, "It's
not what you know but who you
know ."

the belt cheap
lunch in town!
We ve got It at the Buckingham
Pub In the Pick Cong ress Hotel
We ve also got old- t ime
movies elect roniC games free
peanut s and popcorn
We re right In the neighbor hood With great chili soup
hot and cold sandWiches
and the kind of atmosphere
you II get Into

bee,ISC

betwee n 4 30·630 Wed · Fn

the buckin9hQm pub
In The Pick Congress Hote l
M IChigan Avenue at Ham son Street

/
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On The Tubes

Always Adventure
on The CTA

By

Beau Boren

TV Critic solicits

by Sharon Smith

nominations for
best, worst shows

Chicago Transit Authority
passengers ~re a special breed.
They have patience, endurance,
and acrobatic skills . Many are
desperate and insane people who
have an enormous appetite for
adventure. They also have a
knowJedge of how to ride the
C.T.A.
RuJe number one is " Be
Patient". So what if a drunk sits
next to you on the bus and proceeds
to use your shoulder as a pllow on
which he begins to drool , just
nudge him politely and duck so his
breath won 't asphixiate you when
he turns to ask you, " Why are you
bothering me?" It's getting so a
decent citizen can't ride the bus
anymore! He'll then look at you
like you're crazy and move.
Rule number two is encklrance.
Don ' t be offended because
someone twice your size takes your
coat , your shoes , and your watch
as the blB driver looks 01'1. He's
only complimenting you on your
choice or attire. Arter all you're the
only one he robbed, aren't you?
And. for heaven sakes. don't get
upset if someone removes your
wallet from your coat pocket. How
else is he going to chetk the lining
of your pocket for dirt? Follow this
rule and yoo may go home naked
and penniless. but you'll be alive .
U's well· known that only
acrobats ride the C.T.A. Rule
number three is have your
acrobatic skills well-tuned when
yoo get ready to ride a bus . For
instance, when the bus driver pulls
off at 50 miles per hour as yoo
approach the first step. you can
dive into the bus without any
trouble. Or. when yoo are lucky
enough to get 00 the bus. you can
do somersaults to your seat as It

Beau is away on a religious retreat. Before leaving for the
promised land , our television trouble-shooter left a few requests for
his readers. Please address all responses to the CC Writer office.
It's imperative that a ll Columbia students. teachers and college riffraff respond .
The ratings say that " Laverne a nd Shirley, " "Happy Days," and
" Charlie 's Angels" are television's highest rated programs. Beau
Boren, the dean of television critics, is conducting his own video
poll . What we would like to know is : 1) What are your three favorite
shows? and 2) What are the three shows you hold the most
animosity (or?
Your programs can run the fa mous gamut (rom reruns of " The
Lone Ranger " to mentally disturbing quiz shows ~ith Jaye P.
Morgan. Other disturbing programs like "Happy Days" and
" Laverne and Shirley" can also be included.
A second proposal being put in front of Columbia students is the
formation of a trivia team . Numerous other colleges have trivia
debating teams and Columbia should not be an exception. We need
experts on film , radio, sports, music , and television . A sample
television question is as fonows : What were Sgt. Joe Friday and Of·
ficer Frank Smith doing in a church on Christmas eve in 1954? Even
if you doo't know. apply.
On March Zl and 28, the final two episodes of "The Fugitive" will
be telecast on ChannelS at 1:30 a .m. These epidoses will once and
for all show that Dr. Richard Kimble did not kill his wife. The real
killer wiU be brought to justice, and everybody but the killer and Lt.
Gerard is happy . The killer is unhappy because he'll prohably get
the electric chair. Lt . Gerard is unhappy because the man he was
obsessed with catching and sending to the gallows was innocent. Not
only does Gerard look like a fool , but he 's stereotyped for the rest of
his acting career.
For the western fan , good news. Monday, Wednesday and Friday
at 6 p .m . "Have Gun , WiIJ Travel ," starring Richard Boone. is
presented bY 'Channel44, WSNS·TV. It's a quality western with
Boone as a gunfighter who quotes Shakespeare and has gourmet
tastes . Incidentally, Boone carries a card which says " Have Gun
WilJ Travel, wire Paladin - San Francisco."
Steve'McQueen is bounty hunter Josh Randal on "Wanted, Dead
Or Alive". Not a particularly good program, but, it contains some
action for Channel 44, Tuesdays and Thursdays at 6 p.m . "Wyatt
Earp," 'television's first adult western , is also being rerun by Chan·
nel44 weekdays at 6:30 p.m . Hugh O'Brian gives an excellent
performance 81 the famous marshall. To be one hundred percent
bonest., there is an awful lot of Hollywood legend, in place of fact, in
the series.
As predicted here only a few months ago, reruns of "Dragnet" are
back. 1be hard-JUtting poJice series can be seen around 3 a .m. on
Thursdays and Fridays. As is to be expected, the competition is
tough but , "Dragnet," from the earliest reports, is murdering any
and all competition.
Fint, lhere was "60 Minutes ," then there was NBC's "Weekend,"
and now the greatest of aU news magazines is preparing to go
television . Yes the CC Writer will make their premiere in the near
future as soon as a few bugs are worked out. The Writer television
magazine will, of course, star the Mighty Boren Art Players. If you
think you can measure up, see one of The Mighty Boren Art PJayers
in the CC Writer office.

(photo by JayCaniglfa)

You must sit upright and fU'Jll
rolls over the bumpy streets. 1he
other passengers won't think this is like the holdest safari JuntOI'. ..
yoor bus d... cartwheels in the
strange because they do it too.
Rule number four is a mUit. You rush hour traffic. This will enable
must be insane to ride the C.T .A. 1t you to climb out of the windows
is a rolling nuthouse . Where else onto someone's hood should the
could an eleven·year-old chikl need arise.
When you see your btD moving
commandeer a bus to Croatia with
the blessings of the passengers. toward a head on coUisioo with
Oon't worry about getting home. aoother b... doo't put your hands
They have nights leaving for over your eyes. Use them to make
Chicago every three years. U the sign of the cr...s . It has been
you're insane you won 't mind the rumored that God has lIOIl1e innuence with the C.T.A.
delay.
Passengers who ride tbe C. T.A.
Adventure! There are those who
have sailed around the globe. are desperate people. Tbey do.
walked on the moon and conquered however. have their dignity. WIlen
Mount Everost. So what! They yoo get 00 the bus don't speak to
haven't ridden the C.T.A.
them . They doo·t want to be
Rule number five : C.T .A. associated with anyone who rides
passengers mmt have a sense of the .C.T.A. JlI8t take yr:tr8 ...t with
adventure. It is necessary. when your bead held high and glance
the train wobbles across the track down every DOW and then so y...
with sparks nying. not faint when woo·t disturb the poter game
it threatens to fall into the Chicago being played in in the aisle.
I have to gn DOW. or I1l mila my
River . You have to be awake to
bus.
swim .

Editor clarifies accreditation
continued from page I
further and corrected the inac·
curacies printed in the story :
- The North Central ae credita'tion COWlSeJor quoted is
Dr. Joseph Semrow. (A different first name was reported. )
-Dean of Institutional
Research and Development
Hubert Davis should have been
identified fully in the Feb. 'l:I
story.
Fourth, too much emphasis
was placed on the opinion and
quotes of students, without

proper balance. Also these quotos
gave the impression that the
paper was denouncing Cohan·
bia's open admissions policies.
While the CC Writer has
previously caned for enrollment
control via admissions tests, it
was not our intent to do so in this
article .
Fifth. many believed that the
enti re tone of the article
panicked students inOO thinking
that Colwnbia was not going to
renew its accreditation. Again, I
apologize to anyone who thought

Puzzle Answer:

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT!
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922·19280
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CAllY OUT SERVICE

Serving Breakfast Lunch &
Dinner
Jim 's Special . Texas style and
other breakfast specials include
free orange juice . (From & • .m.10" a.m.I
V.lb. Hamburger
80'
with Fries
1.25
lb. Cheeseburger $1 .00
with Fries
1.45

.. 2.01
... 2.31
.2.31
2.41

Fountain Creations &Carryouts
Open? days a week
Dally 6 AM-? PM
Saturday &Sunday? AM -4 PM

Harrison Snack Shop
63 Ent "-niHIl St.
you, ....t .....'".
.............. Slnntl.

ease.
Allow me to say. finally. that I
did not conceive of the inaccurate
implications created in the stcry.
Later, it was shown to me that
many wrong impressions couIdand ultimately did - occur.
For that, it was a collossaI
mistake, and for that, I am sorry.
Erk:Linden

Editor.
CCWrilerof
Colwnbia CoJIoce

Patronize Our
Advertisers

Hamson Snack Shop'

Chicago Circle Campus

that way. and I hope that this
open letter puts his or her mind at

IN
\SO" MOTEL
M~,,\t
ChIcJt,o
65 E. HARRISON ST.

Uve in DownTown and

Save.

Daily '12 00
Weekly '50 00
Monthly '190 '"<)
Indoor Parking for 'l"' da y
~4 h". Securlty..oSwltc ........ rcI
(312) 427-8000
Wilson Youkhana

KINNEY'S

The e....t AIIItricIII

Shoe Store
Invites you to come see the
latest In Men. Women and
Children Spring Fashions.
LOCATED
500 SO. Racine

In Ihe CIRCLE COURT
MALL KINNEY Shoes.
They don 'l Jusl . ..
fit your Life
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'Chicago': More Appeal
Than Mom's Apple Pie
Strutting on stage with Roxie is a
succulent brunette murderess by
the name of "Velma Kelly,"
(played by . Carolyn Kirsch) who
has been planning a vaudeville
comeback, by taking advantage of
publicity that is vomitted out by
the sensationalistic gorging of the
press. Velma (who distractingly
comes off as a parody ala Minellil ,
is soon upstaged by "Roxie" and
her insidious iQtentions of a
comeback are foiled . Both ladies
make up for their lack of voice
range through never-tiring dance
performances.
Fosse's brilliant direction and
choreographic preoccupations
with decadence so unlike Mom's
apple pie, consistantly surface
through IT)Outh-watering interva ls
of pelvicly-thrusted, hip gyrations
that leave an aHer-taste
reminiscent of Liza Minelli in
"Cabaret" or of Valerie Perine in

by A.M . Burns
Few

theatre-gaers

would

diS3;gree with the fact that a
Broadway musical is essentially

more appealing to the American
way of life than a piece of Mom's
apple pie . This-becomes even more

evident when the musical in
question is cooked up in the essence of vaudeville,
The

mu sical

comedy

"CHICAGO," an irresistable
taste of American theatre, is
· currently being served nightly at
the Blackstone Theatre through
· May 6. Just hearing some of the

main ingredients of this piece of
theatrical cuisine causes one to
almost taste it. The American
musical delicacies colla~orating in
this theatrical banquet, are as
follows: First and foremost, we
have the director of this
production, Bob Fosse a long with

" Le nny". Although Fosse's
sexually frosted fetishes appear a
bit too rich, at times, they seem to
nutritionally balance with the
easily digestable music and lyrics
of Kander and Ebb. The theatrical
mastermind Fosse in 1973 became
the first director in history to win
the Oscar, Tony and Emmy Awards in the sa me year. He coauthored the adaptation of this
production (which is based on a
play by Maurine Watkins) , along
with Fred Ebb.
If nothing else, we are given the
chance to feast on a musica l, set in
Chicago around the late 1920's.
with musical overtones of jazz and
und er lyi11 g impr essio ns of
vaudev ille. In retrospect, though,
we are served Fosse, Kander. Ebb.
Walton' a nd Fisher on a platter that
seems too familiar. For the price
at least a fresh cup of coffee should
come with dinner.

music by John Kander and lyrics
by Fred Ebb (whose score fo r the

Broadway musical "Cabaret" earned them Tony , Drama Critics Cir,c1e, and Grammy Awards) , with
scenery by Tonny Walton ;costumes ·by Patricia Zippordt ,
and with lighting by Jules Fisher.
Headlining this tasteful serving
of Broadway is Jerry Orbach, who
brings us his Tony-nominated performance of the fast-talking, razzling-dazzlmg lawyer , "Bill y
Flynn." Orbach, the only original
member of the Broadway cast,
seems perfect in his part as a
shrewd, cold-hea rted lawyer, and
he manages to stay on the top of
things, even in light of the
exquisite dancing of the two sensuous murderesses he represents.
. For 'appetizers',· we are served
· the ,grace ~lOd' 'tIan'~ing :talents of
Penny Worth wpo plays " Roxie
Hart ,I t a dumb-blonde, syndrome,
suffering dame, accused of mur- _
dering a lover in the privacy of her
boudoir.

star in "Chicago".

Corzine shot DePaul to NCAA
. by Dave Stanczyk
As the days grow longer and the
weather gets warmer, winter
slowly fades into that wonderful
season known as spring. Spring!
That time of year when Mother
Nature awakens and brings the
earth back to life. A disease more
contagious than the Russian flu ,
"spring fever" floats in the air.
Everyone catches this "bug",
from the man who cleans the
sewers to the man who runs this
great nation we call America.
Another bug hovers in the air
during this season: " March
Madness ." It is during this span ~f
time that the thrill of victory and
the agony of defeat are felt equally
when 32 collegiate basketball
teams participate in the NCAA
Toomament, and when athletes
·who have worked hard all season
live in suspense, hoping for a postseason birth.
Such was the case some 33 years
ago. A tough team from DePaul
University led by 6'10" center
George Mikan had a 21-3 record .
UnforbJnately, the team did not
qualify for the NCAA Tournament,
but it did qualify for the National
Invitational Tournament (NIT),
DePaul won that tournament in
UK5, with George Mikan setting a
three-game tournament record
that still stands today . When
Number 99 played his last game,
many thought that there would
never be another George Mikan
putting on a Blue Demon unifonn
again. 'DIat is Wltil number 40
'~ClUtontbecourt.

" ... and, starting at center 10l'

L._.. . __.
_

the Blue Demons, at 6'11" , number
40, Dave Corzine."
Some say that Corzine is as good
as George Mikan. Others say no .
But, whatever the case may be, the
fact remains that Dave Corzine is
one of the, finest centers in
collegiate basketball today. That is
why Corzine was na med an A11American.
At 6'11", 2~ lbs., the senior from
Arlington Heights has been a
dominant factor during the course
of this college basketball season.
He plays smart basketball. He
rarely if ever, fouls out of a game;
though he is often doubled and
tripled tea med. A look at Corzine's
accomplishments in three crucial
victories DePaul scored against
admirable foes will tell the story.
The first crucial victory happened on a Sunday in South Bend,
Indiana against then number fourranked Notre Dame. The Blue
Demons entered the game in the
11th spot nationally ; but, would
leave South Bend with .a victory
and move up into the top ten .
Corzine, who was ill with the flu,
scored Z3 points in the not-sosbJnning upset of Notre Dame.
Corzine scored his Z3 points on 10
field goals and 3-5 from the freethrow line. During the. 6!Hi8
overtime victory, Corzine pulled
down 7 rebounds while blocking 3
shots. All, in the full 45 minutes of
work.
Corzine's counterpart for Notre
Dame, Bruce Flowers, played well
against the All-American ceDter.
Flowers had 19 points and 15
rebounds and louled out 01 the
game. Corzine was the leading

~~ i. . ,.~;~~~JI.J(~l
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scorer on both teams .
The second crucial victory
happend at Alumni Hall against an
undefeated University of
Wisconsin-Green Bay ·team. The
number one team in the NCAA
Division II competition visited the
Blue Demons only four days after
the Notre Dame victory .
Once again, Da ve Corzine was
ailing from the flu. Even though he
was 15 pounds underweight ,
Corzine led the Blue Demons in
scoring with 12 points, including
six-far-six from the free-throw
line; also pulling down 13
rebounds.
Center Ron Ripley of WisconsinGreen Bay had an off night.
Averaging 13.3 points per game,
Ripley was held to six points. All
six were scored on three field goals
as Ripley, the best free-throw
shootir on the Phoenix team,
missed his only free throw at·
tempt .
The final home game of the
season turned out to be the final
important game the Blue Demons
had to play before the tournament.
The 13th-ranked Ulinois State
University Redbirds stopped by
Alumni Hall to clash with DePaul .
Starting off slow, the Blue
Demons trailed early in the game.
After Corzine scored the initial two
points, ISU scored 11 straight
points and continued to lead the
Blue Demons until, just before the
half ended, Corzine sank a shot
that put DePaul in the lead for
good at . 46-44. Corzine ended the
night hitting 9-19 from the field and
9-9 from the free-throw line , for a
continued on page ..
,~

ICompany C/
enters Vietnam
war sweepstakes
"The Boys In Company C," is the latest entry into the Vietnam
war film sweeps takes. is made immediately distinct by the fact that
it 's the first of the lot to deal with actual combat instead of the after
effects of the war on a psycho-neurotic but lovable hero . The last
ti me Hollywood tried to portray the realities of combat in Vietnam,
it gave us John Wayne heroically leading the troops into battle in
the largely-forgettable and flag-waving "Green Berets." (Who could
possibly forget the Duke walking into the sunset with a sma ll Vietnamese child in tow, proclaiming, " You 're what this war's all
about, pilgrim. " )
This time, director Sidney J . Furie has put away those flags and
looked back in a nger and disbelief at something that never should
have been. On the surface, " The Boys In Company C" tells the simple story of a group of incompetent Marine recruits who check into
boot camp to be transformed from slime and maggots into vicious
killers .
These potential Marines are a typical cross-section of Ameri cans
stereotypes. The black pusher who becomes the group 's natural
leader , the big-city. horny . Italian, and the guitar-strumming ,
peace-loving hippy .
.
But, thanks to the fine job of ensemble acting by the film 's
unknown cast (with Stari Shaw an especially fine standout). these
cliche's sudden ly become a !?elievable and vulnerable bunch of
human beings we care about. At least I know I did.
I cared when the company scoured the rice paddies, in search of
dangerous mines . and when they participated in a wild soccer game.
that just might get them out of combat.
And 1 especia lly ca red about the film 's scenes of combat. Here ,
director Furie let all his anger loose, and it is infectuous. Some of
the soldiers hardly get a chance to get off the boat that brings Lhem
to Vietnam before they are blown up. Others die trying to deliver a
shipment of beef and alcohol to a foolish general. Still others are
killed participating in the futile game of body count.
But the film does manage to keep a fine balance between the
horror and the humor . There are the 24 hours of drunken leave, the
interaction between the soldiers , the comic soccer game. Slit even
these scenes are overshadowed by the terror and absurdity of the
war , and they often end in tragedy (especially the soccer game,
which becomes a gruesome massacre !.
""
The film does falter occasionally, especially during some scenes
of unbelievably blind heroism (jumping atop a live grenad~ to save
some children l. But for the most part, Furie, an uneven director in
the past (you may remember his " Jpcress File" but you've
probably forgotten his "Gable and Lombard" ), does a level -headed
job in showing the Vietnam war as a frightening and costly mistake
that we want to forget , but never will .
Meanwhile, on the local front, I'd imagine many people might be
wondering what "Collisions," a film that played aU last week as a
benefit for Facets Multimedia at 1517 W. Fullerton, was a ll about.
Since the cause was so worthy , J went down to see for myself, and I
can honestly say that 1 still don 't know myself.
1 do know that "Collisions" was a disaster. Not the benefit, but the
film . If you don't believe me , ask over half the audience that walked
out while I was there.
I'd imagine that most of those people were there on the strength
of the names of Lily Tomlin, Dan Ackroyd (whose name was
misspelled in the credits). and Gilda Radner; all who were duly
wasted in the film . Lily looked lost , Dan looked embarrassed, and
Gilda uttered only two sentences.
Most embarrassi ng of all was the film itself. It promised to be,
and 1 quote, a "zany new film, with Lily as a television commentator, and her job is to report on the human condition so the
planet on a collision course with Earth can determine whether
humans are worth saving. Needless to say, Lily's report on
everything from birth and death to pop culture and politics are a lot
different than what you've grown to expect from the ten o'clock
news ." 1 wonder what film they were describing?
What I saw was a boring mish-mash of heavy handed garbage and
a series of irri tating and cheap special effects, all shot on a $1.98
budget. I wanted to put my foot through the screen a number of
times, especially during a long distance sequence with children done
to the tune of "The Show Must Go On," a nd whenever Lily Tomlin's
tiny alter ego appeared onscreen sc reec hing indiscernable words.
And the film 's climax was beypnd belief with shots of waterfalls and
su nri ses all done to the tune of John Wayne reading the poem,
"America , Why I Love Her " ("have you ever seen a muskrat on an
Arizona sunset")
What Peabody-award winning writer J ane Wagner, who should
perhaps ha ve her Peabody taken away , had in mind is beyond me.
But I hope that this film, which was bille:d as a work in progress,
stops progress immediately and is hidden away before it can further
embarrass those responsible for it.
'
A personal note to Facets: Please, you're too important to lose.
We need you. Don 't attempt such a benefit again, or we may never
hear from you. Next time, play it safe and have a Merv Griffin Film
Festival as your benefit.
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Aragon Ballroom:
A Mecca Survives
On Sleazy,Image

'\icago Re-View
By
Eric Linden

rget the report;

o list from Royk
Forget the WBBM-TV report that columnist Mike Royko compi led
8 list of staffers to be transferred to the Chi cago Sun-Times from

the now-defunct Chicago Uaily News. Ex -Daily News reporter Rob
Warden, writing in the March issue of Chi cago magazine. calls the
item "absurd," saying that Royko. in fact, tried to save people.

Freddie Prinze's only record album was recorded at Mr. Kelly's
when that nightclub was still thriving on Rush St.
The 1978 Auto Show at McCormick Place drew 966,349 people
during its 10 days.
Most Chicago Cub fans will take a while to get used to Dave

Kingman wearing Ron Santo's number 10.
Chicago is, at the last census, Number 13 in population Cor world
cities.
!o'or Ulose wno forget, the original Chicago 8 were Abbie HoHman ,
Rubin, Bobby Seale, Tom Hayden , Rennie Davis, David
Dellinger, Lee Weiner , and John Froines .

If it snows five more inches , this season. the composite total will
be as tan as Artis Gilmore .
The Chicago Park District profits $1.2 million per year from
Soldier Field. The stadium. built during 1924 to 1927, cost $8.4
million.
A northbound Congress-Milwaukee el train caught fire on March
2. One car or the train rilled with s moke and forced the pa ssengers
to get off at the Logan Square station. When the minor blaze was
up and the train proceeded. the conductor 's first comment
was "Belmont next: no smoking on the train ."

The Cook County Board of Commissioners consi s ts of: Mildred
Casey, Irene Hernandez, J e rome Huppert , Martin Tuchow, John H.
Slroger, Jr., Matthew Bieszczat. Jose ph I. Woods. Joseph Tecson.
Harold Tyrrell , Ruby Ryan . George Dunne. Frank Chesrow, Carl
Hansen, Ronald Carson, Mary McDonald, and Matt Ropa .
Friday night's tribute to Florence Reece at the Auditorium
Theatre sounds like another folk event ror Chicago . Master of
Ceremonies Studs Terkel will host artist / cartoonist Peggy Lipshultz,
guitarist Bill Worthington , Jane Sapp , and headliner Pete Seeger.
DePaul's basketball center Dave Corzine was named as a second
team All-American by the Associated Press .

Pinball Contest
begins in 7th Floor Lounge
.
Today

by John Marinakqs
It is unfortunate for someone
who claims to br a semi professional rock cri tic that in all
his schooling he ha s not visited that
mecca of s leezedom known as the
Aragon Ballroom . But much like
the boy who discovers sex for the
first time I was ready at last to
mee t this virgin world .
r think the thing that kept me
away all these years was
basic para noia . I had heard too
many stories or people passing out
left and right and of the smells of
fr es h vomit permiating through
the cancerous air that it was
enough to drive out even the raintest notion 1 had of ever going
there. or course, at that time, the
Aragon's primary purpose was as
a testing ground for new acts. Hell ,
put one band with cult status in
there,- throw in two rookies , and
you end up with assembly line rock
and roJ1 . I believe the promoters
were out to test man's violent
nature by giving him overdoses of
power chords,
gut-splitting
bass lines, and feats which induce
insanity every time - drum solos.
Sometimes. as one story goes , the
acts themselves would provoke
trouble by selling out a scheduled
s how ,
then
cance ling ,
mysteriously, leaving ror some interesting s titch work by doctors at
nearby hospitals .
At a ny rate I had had enough or
these bizarre tales. Curiosity (or
was it stupidity) got the best or me
a nd t found myself on the road to
Armageddon . For those of you who
lead dull lives the Aragon is
located in the Uptown district of
our town . Once a hub for culture
with the ballroom serving as a
common meeting place in the 30's,
the area now takes on a wasted and
decaying look .
After finding a place to park,
wh ich is a neat trick in itself, you
walk past the boarded-Up apartments and the wandering trans ients towards the red-and-white
bulbed s ign that nashes loudly :
ARAGON .
The line of people waiting to enter stretches down Lawrence
Avenue and up Broadway to whoknows -where . They are a typical
concert crowd: some anxious,
some rowdy , and others in various
stages of drunkenness . There are
no reserved seats at the Aragon.
Where you s it depends on how fast

(photo by Joy Caniglia)
you run and how good you fight. 1
was lucky enough to have a guest
pass and slipped in avoiding the
mighty throng .
The show this night consists of
two marginally known acts and a
newcomer. The first band has
already begun their set when I
arrive at the guest section. The
stage is a clutter of amplifiers,
synthesizers, and vocalizers, all
set on the deaf cycle. The rock
doesn't seem to roll tonight; more
like a drone. When the second act
appeared I was expecting some

relief in the form of Jess vo.lume,
but, instead of turning it down,
they added a few more decibels:
causing minor distortion to my
brain. I was not going to wait for
the third act. My God, what could
they do to their sound?
Alter all is said, though, the
Aragon is not r eally a bad place to
see a concert. It is, in every sense
01 the word, INTENSE. And isn't
that what rock and roll is about?
But the next time I go, though, I
must remember to bring some cotton to keep my ears from bleedinll.

workshop. 9 a.m . to 4:40 p .m.
Sponsored by the Continuing
Education department. For information , call 663:,1600 or visit
Room 703.
MARCil 21
"Cabinet of Dr. Caligari" (0 .
Wie ne, 1919). Film For Free.
Screening Room 921 . 2 p .m .

Theatre/Music Center, 11th St.
Theatre, 72 E . 11th St. 663-9462.
CONTINUING
Color Photngraphs by Patty
Carroll, . Barbara Karant, Larry
McPherson, Tom Petrillo, Joan
Redmond , and Wayne Son:e.
Chicago Center for Contemporary
Photography, 600 S. Michigan .
Throogh April 22.
CONTINUING
Clinton Hill paintings and works
on paper. Columbia Gallery , 000 S.
MIchigan . Through April 22.
CONTINUING
"Landmarks and Legends or
Uptown,"
a photographic
narration created and compiled by
Jacki Lyden and Chet Jakus .
Uptown Center Hull House, 4520 N.
Beacon St. Through April 29.

Calendar
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
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MARCil IS

At the Conrad Hilton
720 S. Mi c higan Ave.
Chicago, III .
922-4400
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MARCil ..
"Tiger Bay" (D. Thompson,
1958). Film For Free. Screening
Room 921. 2 p .m .

fJ]fJ-fJ015

"L' Avventurd" (D. Antonioni,
1960 ) . Film For Free. Screening
Room 921 . 2 p.m.
MAHCIIIH

Joe

"M indel's l-lous(''' an opera by
Heiser, 7 :30 & 9:30 p.m .
Columbin College Dance Center,
47aO N . Sheridan B.d. $3 - 271 ·7804.

"The Blue Angel" (D. von
Sternberg, 1929 ). Film For Free.
Screening Room 921 . 2 p .m.

MAHCII III

MAHCII24

" M:lndcl's House," nn opera by
.Iuc Hei sel' . :1 p.m. Columbia
Cullege Dunce Center , 4HO N.
Sherictll llltd . $:1 - 271 -7n04 .

Art Sinsabau~h , part or the
Cont e mporary
Trends
in
Photography series . Thorne Hnll ,
710 N. LnkeShore Dr ., 66:'-1600. $5.

MAHCIIIH

MARCil 24-26

1··n!(·lltncing In the Arts n nd
Media , second duy of II I.wo-dny

"Six Chnrncters in Sea rch or An
Author . "
Columbin Co ll eg('

MARCil 22
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